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INSURANCE OF BORROWER’S LIABILITY FOR BREACHING MORTGAGE
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The author defines the insurance contract of borrower’s liability for breaching mortgage
lending contractual terms, thoroughly examines the risk subject to insurance, determines
the place of this particular insurance contract in insurance system in general. The article
raises the issues of essential terms of contract insuring borrower’s liability for of borrower’s
liability for breaching mortgage lending contractual terms, procedure of its formation.
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INVESTING AND CREDITING: COMPARATIVE LEGAL ANALYSIS
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The authors examine the relations between “investing” and “crediting” in theoretical and
practical terms. Comparative legal analysis of the given concepts is important since there
is a return to creation of universal banks as a consequence of the world financial economic crisis.
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CONFLICTS IN LEGAL REGULATION OF SHAM TRANSACTIONS
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Sham transactions are common place in Russian economic relationships. The existing differences in interpreting sham transaction definition result in controversial court
rulings and prevent the recovery of rights violated by sham transaction. To prevent
miscarriage of justice and to improve Russian civil legislation the authors propose some
practical solutions to the problem in question.
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EVOLUTION OF JURISDICTION OVER TAX CRIMES IN RUSSIA
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The article examines the system of recent tax crime investigations in Russia during
20 years. According to the author newly adopted Federal laws “On police” and “On Investigation Committee of the Russian Federation” should be amended in matters on coordination of agencies engaged in prevention, detection and restraint of violations of tax laws.
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JURISDICTION OVER DISPUTES IN THE FIELD
OF SPORT AND SPORT DISPUTES
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The relation between the concepts “disputes in the field of sport” and “sport disputes” is
examined in the article. Court settlement and alternative dispute resolution of the given
disputes are discussed. The author believes that ADR should prevail due to specific features of the relationships in question.
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THE GUARANTEE OF THE QUALIFIED LEGAL PROTECTION RIGHTS
IN CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS
Keywords: criminal proceedings, human rights guarantee, qualified legal
protection.
The article deals with due protection of parties’ rights in criminal proceedings in terms of
securing qualified legal assistance. There are discussed issues concerning legal regulation
of the procedural institution in question, there are proposed ways to improve it.

Summary: the article is devoted to the problems of the appropriate criminal legal proceedings participants rights guarantee with the point of view of ensuring the qualified legal protection. The problems being connected with the legislative adjustment of the above-mentioned proceedings institutions are examined, the ways of their improvement are offered.
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COURT REFORM IN MODERN RUSSIA AND ISSUES OF JUDICIAL
DISCRETION
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The author examines some issues of court reform in terms of judicial discretion and discusses the conditions required for the reform implementation.
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CONTRACT ENFORCING THE RIGHTS OF ECONOMIC UNITS MEMBERS:
APPLIED LAW
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free will, legal entity’s internal rule
Can foreign law apply to the contract enforcing the rights of economic unit members in
case when the parties choose the applied law in free will? Does the concept “internal
relations” as well as legal entity’s internal rules cover the relationships arising from the
contract enforcing the rights of economic unit members?
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SPECIFIC PROCEDURE OF DELEGATION OF POWERS BY SOLE DIRECTOR
OF ECONOMIC UNIT TO HOLDING COMPANY IN ONE-MAN COMPANY
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The opportunity of holding company involvement during economic unit formation is hardly
highlighted in legal works. The author comes to the conclusion that involvement of holding company is possible prior to official registration of economic unit provided that it is
a member of the economic unit.
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CIVIL REMEDY: CONCEPT AND FEATURES
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The author offers her own definition of “civil remedy” based on detailed examination of
various approaches defining the concept in question.
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LEGAL OPINIONS OF SUPERIOR COURTS AND ESTIMATION OF EVIDENCE
IN TAX DISPUTES: EXAMINATION OF DEVELOPMENTS IN COURT
DECISIONS
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Estimation of evidence is carried out according to judicial conscience, hence the role
of judicial discretion is crucial. The author has examined court decisions and raises the
problems concerned with evidence estimation in tax disputes caused by courts’ broader
interpretation of judicial discretion affected by superior courts’ opinions.
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MOSCOW LAW SOCIETY AT THE MOSCOW IMPERIAL UNIVERSITY.
ARTICLE ONE
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The article deals with Moscow law society created in the course of preparing court
reform. It describes the activities of this Moscow lawyers’ union particularly its involvement into law making in the 1870s—1889s.
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CURRENT ISSUES OF AUTONOMOUS ORGANIZATION’S LEGAL STATUS
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Autonomous organization is a new form of legal entity. The author emphasizes the fact
that it is the new form which gives rise to the conflict between the provisions of the Federal
Law “On autonomous organizations” and respective by-laws which the enforcement of
the given laws.
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